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Abstract: In this paper, a problem in engineering area which the output variables are not corresponding to input variables is
presented. To improve it, a kind of method to the identification and modeling of a common linear state system with delay factor
are studied. The domain of this system with time-delay factor is transformed from the time-domain to the frequency-domain
firstly, and then the subspace identification model with the hiding delay factor is constructed by using the data of frequency
domain response. The coefficient matrix of the constructed model is identified by using the principal component analysis. And
the engineering system can be modeled by knowing the state matrices in time domain which can be extracted from the coefficient
matrices and using the least squares method from the frequency domain. On this basis, the time-delay factor of original system is
split from input matrix by a kind of separated method. At last, the method proposed is used to identify the temperature system
model of ceramic shuttle kiln. Simulation results show that the proposed method is effective and feasible.
Keywords: Subspace Identification, Time-Delay System, Principal Component Analysis

1. Introduction
When it comes to the problems of real engineering control,
the first step to solve them is to build a system model.
Typically, this step is divided into two totally different
methods including mechanism modeling and system
identification methods. However, as the mechanism modeling
method needs to know the physical principle inside the system
accurately which is always very difficult, while the method of
system identification is easier to build the model of systems,
and the classical identification only needs a series of data and
can be represented as following steps. Firstly we pick up the
input and output data of some variables from the system.
Secondly, we design several models and select one of them.
Thirdly, we compare the data got and identify the parameters
in the model chosen. Finally, we also have to use some other
data to testify the model which can represent the real system.
If the model is not ideal, we can go back to step two to select
another model and repeat the whole process again. Finally, we

can obtain an available model which can pass the test, so the
system model is established. However, in practical
engineering, there often exists time-delay between input data
and output data, which means the input data at this time do not
correspond to the output data at the same time. Therefore, the
identification without considering the delay factor often
causes a large error.
Compared with traditional parametric system identification,
subspace identification can express the identification model in
the form of state space. Therefore, the relationships have been
a better way of expression not only between the state of this
moment and the next moment, but also between the input data
and output data with the time delay [1]. Ye Zhu studied the
problem of subspace grouping points [2]. C. P and M. D. A
studied data-driven stochastic subspace identification [3],
which is an application of identification on control area. X. S.
L and Y. D. S used the data-driven method into predictive
control and subspace identification with a typical mode of
Hammerstein–Wiener systems [4]. Liu proposed an
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Interior-point method of the nuclear norm approximation that
can be applied to the system identification [5]. M. G. P applied
the nuclear norm method to subspace identification [6]. S. T.
N [7] studied the method of regression subspace identification
based on the nuclear norm and its application in wind turbine
flutter detection. Y Gu [8] proposes a least-squares
identification method in state-space description form with
time-delay factor. Wang. J. H applied the frequency-domain
subspace identification model in the identification of aircraft
vibration parameters [9]. Li Wang et al. constructed a new
frequency-domain subspace identification model and studied
a
frequency-domain
time-delay
subspace
system
identification method of fractional order system [10].
Few of the above papers considered the case of
time-delay factors in frequency-domain subspace
identification or just suppose that the time-delay factors
were already known when identifying the coefficient
matrix of a system model [11-12]. For control and
identification area, the information of the real system can
be indicated in the state matrix of the mathematical
expression of the system, for some time-delay system, there
are some delay factories should be described too [13]. So
that the results of identification for state matrix and delay
factor mean that the information of real system could be
known generally. And usually there are two mathematical
perspectives to describe those systems, one is in
time-domain and the other is in frequency-domain [14].
In this paper, the multivariate time-delay system with
time-delay factor was transformed into a frequency-domain
system by Laplace transformation, and then the
multivariate system in frequency domain can be
represented to a data matrix with no time-delay factor. To
achieve that, the time-delay factor should be incorporated
into the input coefficient matrix firstly, at the same time the
data matrix can be structured and then the coefficient
matrix of constructed matrix can be identified by principal
component analysis method. The state matrix of the initial
frequency domain system is identified by the matrix
extraction method. The constructed input matrix is
identified by using the least square method, and this input
matrix can be expressed as the input matrix of original
frequency-domain system multiplied by the part of
time-delay factor. And finally the input matrix and
delay-factor are separated so that the coefficient matrix and
the time delay-factor in the frequency-domain time-delay
system can be identified.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 1 is an
introduction to introduce the subject background,
application background and basic ideas of this paper;
Section 2 describes the model and constructs the subspace
model by using the frequency response data; Section 3
introduces the identification algorithm, including the
methods to construct the coefficient matrix of the subspace
model and frequency-domain model, and identify the
time-delay factor of the coefficient matrix; Section 4
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applies this method to the time-delay model of a typical
ceramic shuttle kiln and then verifies the validity of the
coefficient matrix and time-delay factor in it, and figure out
the frequency-domain model of the subspace model;
Section 5 gives the conclusion of this paper.

2. Model Description and Frequency
Domain Subspace Model Construction
There is a linear delay system following
( )=
( )=

( )+
( )+

( − )
( − )

(1)

( ) mean the conditions of system, ( ) represent input
variables, while ( ) are output variable,
is the delay
factor,
are input matrices to describe the situation of
input ( ), and
are matrices to do the same thing for
state ( ), ( ) mean the differential of ( ).
After the Laplace transformation and the system is changed
into the frequency domain model, and it can be defined as
initial frequency domain system
( )=
( )=

( )+
( )+

( )
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Transform the first item above, the relationship between
equation of state ( ) and equation of input ( ) is
following
( )=(

− )

( )
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And then put the function of ( ) into the function of ( )
in the second item of equation group (2), and the relationship
between output ( ) and input ( ) should be
( )=( (

− )
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Let
=
, =
, as the new coefficient
matrices which are including the delay factor .
It can be defined
( )= (

So that
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And then a new equation set is constructed [11]
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The first equation of the set is converted by expression of
( ), Multiply the two sides of the second expression of the
equation set by , so that
( )+ "+

( ) =
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+
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Multiply by
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again, and get the equation of
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Iteration to $ th, then the following expression can be
obtained
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Where, 6 means a unit matrix with a dimension of 7.
This article only considered the problem in the real number
field, therefore, the real part of both constructed state matrix
and constructed unit matrix of equation (7) were taken.
Shorthand it to following equation:
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3.1. The Identification of Coefficient Matrices of Frequency
Domain Construction Model
The equation (5) can be transformed to
−; ) =
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Multiply the both sides of above equation from left by
orthogonal complement of :8 ? , and :8 :8? = 0
So that
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The B CA represents the extreme negligible part of
@ = BCA + BC A = BCA , so that it can be ignored.
It can represent as
A

CE
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let :8 = CE? , ; = −CF CE
and ; can be calculated.

and then the estimated value of :8

3.2. The Identification of Coefficient Matrices with
Frequency Domain Model

3.2.1. The Identification of Matrix H, I
It is already known that :8 = ,

Multiply the both sides by
be obtained

3. Steps of Identification Algorithm
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From $ = 2 to $th, the data matrix of frequency domain
) can be obtained and the frequency subspace model is
constructed.
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As it can be seen that the expression of matrix :8 without
the last term is equal to the matrix :8 from 2nd term to the last.
Therefore, the matrices of , can be abstracted directly,
so that
= :8 (1: L − 1, : ):8 (2: L, : )
= :8 (1, : )

It is exactly the expression of matrices for , .
:8 ($: M, 7: N) is the matrix obtained by extracting the rows
from number i to j and the columns from number m to n from
the matrix :8 . [1]
The next step is to identify the matrices of , from the
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value of matrices of

3.2.2. The Identification of Matrix O, P
As is already known the estimated value of ;
A matrix Q
And then
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small ceramic factory were used to identify the model of
ceramic shuttle kiln, and 200 sets of them were used to
identify and the rest were to testify the kiln.
As the result, the state matrix and can be obtained as
=

1
0

9.876
04
>,
0.9753a

1

0

6.5949
05
Y,
0.1314
since the input variables are not directly relevant with output
variables in this case, the state matrix
could be zero. For
the end, the factor was identified to be 0.4.
Finally, this identified model was testified with the other
data and its result was to show in the figure 1 that the model
basically satisfied the real situation.
And the input matrix

can be

X

>= >

1

By transforming above equation, the following relationship
is obtained
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It is the method to calculate the matrices of

, .

3.3. The Algorithm of Separating the Input Matrices and the
Time Delay Factor

After knowing the matrices of and , the value of B and
can be obtained with some separated methods. There are
these steps following.
(1) For the engineering applications, the first-order Taylor
expansion of the time delay part
is approximately equal
to 1- .
constructing the matrix = >

(2) Extract common factor

W 1-

,
,
X Y !1- ", the expression of
of matrix

matrix
with the factor is obtained.
,
(3) The expression of dividing matrix
by
can be
obtained by dividing the matrix by
which can eliminate
time delay factor. Consider the numerator of the expression to
matrix B, and denominator defines to matrix , and the value
of the factor can be obtained by combining the step (2).

4. Examples
In this section, the frequency-domain subspace
identification method with time-delay factor was applied to
the modeling of the ceramic shuttle kiln. The temperature
control of the ceramic shuttle kiln is a typical time-delay
system. Due to the effect of firing on the ceramic glaze and the
carcass, it is important to model the furnace temperature
system with time-delay factors and also to prepare for the
follow-up control work.
To fulfil the identification work, 240 sets of data from a

Figure 1. The Identification Result of Ceramic Shuttle Kiln.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a frequency-domain subspace identification
method suitable for a time-delay system of a ceramic shuttle
kiln is investigated. The frequency-domain subspace model is
constructed through iteration of the frequency domain model.
The principal component analysis and matrix extraction are
adopted respectively, and the coefficient matrix of the model
and the frequency domain model are identified by the least
square method. Simulation results verify the feasibility of this
identification method.
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